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English

Oh my God I love this game so much! Yes it's short, but it's also priced accordingly.. A quite enjoyable experience! Parser is
great, puzzles were solvable with thought, and graphically it felt right.. I never played parser games back in the day so I went in
this without nostalgia goggles. Despite this, Snail Trek won me over with it's charm and how painless the parser system was. I've
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heard a lot of bad things about old text adventures and this game thankfully avoids them. It's short but that time is enjoyable not
frustrating.. I'm going to review the series as a whole here. After all, you're either going to buy the bundle, or buy the first
episode, and then you'll be able to make your own mind whether to keep buying the subsequent episodes. I really enjoyed my
time with these games! Phil has really nailed, not only the aesthetic of early Sierra adventures, but the sort of humor and style of
them too. On top of that, they use the text parser interface of the oldest graphical adventure games. That was rather ambitious
back then, but with the modern conveniences of autocomplete AND autocorrect, it really works great.. Brilliant. Just the name
of the game itself is almost worth a thumbs up, but it turns out to be a nice little Sierra style game. So far I have just played the
free chapter. A lot of silly humour and tons of references to movies, games, and french cuisine to name a few. Most importantly
it actually manages to make you feel half intelligent, like this type of games should. "Aha! I need something green and squishy.
Let me try with my collection boogers in my inventory!" I really hope it continues like this in the next chapters.. Well I've now
played 1 through 3, they are all excellent. It really harkens back to the era of Leisure Suit Larry, Space Quest and the bunch. No
moon logic here, all very rational and logical and funny. This was the shortest of the 3 so far, took me exactly 30 minutes from
start to finish. Considering the entire 4 part series will only run you $4, and it would take you about 2 1/2 hours to complete I'd
say it's worth it. I find it to be quite fun.

Chapter 3 is now available! : Have at it!. Snail Trek releasing in a couple of days! : In the meantime, check out the page for
Chapter 2 - A Snail Of Two Worlds!. Snail Trek Chapter 1 is now FREE! : Good news everybody. Chapter 1 is now free! As a
reward for those who purchased it previously, you'll automatically unlock the Rainbow Donation DLC for free! Also, I'm
pleased to announce that Snail Trek was nominated for an Aggie Award for Best Writing - Comedy . The winners will be
announced sometime between Feb 20 and Feb 22. In the meantime, feel free to go over to the reader's choice poll
[adventuregamers.com] before Feb 17 and vote for Snail Trek in whatever categories you deem fit :-).. Chapter 3 store page is
now live. : It should be available in early January.. Small update : Just to prepare for some upcoming DLC.
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